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Types

Dimensions

Finishes Technical information

A bed in total wood which stands out for its 
clear lines and discreet presence. The curved 
headboard, designed to make rest more 
comfortable, gives substance to the design 
highlighting its shape at the same time. The 
headboard is the identity of a bed, its image 
and personality. It creates a protected space. 
Levante refers to an ancient tradition, it creates 
the room and identifies a place. 
Levante is offered in the classic Molteni 
essences and the innovative open grain finish 
in the Molteni range colours which underline the 
beauty of the materials.

registered design

Levante  olteni Design Team   2010

Curved headboard

Side strips

Footboard

Adjustable base support

Central base support
(optional)

Curved panel made of multi-layer poplar (Populus alba) 
formed from MDF, matched with legs in solid linden 
(Tilia). All parts are veneered with Oak (Quercus) or Elm 
(Ulmus rubra). For the open grain lacquered finish, the 
paint in colours from the Molteni Range will be applied 
on the Oak veneer.

Support made of central pieces in multi-layer poplar with 
external MDF panels, veneered with Oak or Elm. For the 
open grain lacquered finish, the paint in colours from the 
Molteni Range will be applied on the Oak veneer.

Support made of central pieces in multi-layer poplar 
with external MDF panels, matched with legs in solid 
linden. All veneered with Oak or Elm. For the open grain 
lacquered finish, the paint in colours from the Molteni 
Range will be applied on the Oak veneer.

Tropicalised metal with soft PVC cover.

Painted metal.
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outer dimensions

inner dimensions
L1  width 
P2  depth
D  space for insertion of the 
 slatted base

 1774 69 7/8”  1874 73 3/4”  1974 77 3/4” 2174 85 5/8” 
 2178 85 3/4” 2278 89 3/4”

 870 34 1/4”

 290 11 3/8”

 1600 63”  1700 66 7/8”  1800 70 7/8” 2000 78 3/4” 
 2000 78 3/4” 2100 82 3/4”

 65 2 1/2” 90 3 1/2”

Wooden finishes
black oak
dark oak
grey oak
light elm
dark elm

Open grain
lacquered oak
all the colours
of the Molteni range

LLE20

beds taking the double slatted bases

LLE16 LLE17 LLE18

LLE20/T

beds with central support
for 2 single slatted bases

LLE16/T LLE17/T LLE18/T


